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Goal setting is vital in learning sciences, but the scientific evaluation of optimal learning goals is underexplored. 

This study proposes a novel methodological approach to determine optimal learning goals. The data in this study 

comes from a gamified learning app implemented in an undergraduate accounting course at a large German 

university. With a combination of decision trees and regression analyses, the goals connected to the badges 

implemented in the app are evaluated. The results show that the initial badge set already motivated learning 

strategies that led to better grades on the exam. However, the results indicate that the levels of the goals could be 

improved, and additional badges could be implemented. In addition to new goal levels, new goal types are also 

discussed. The findings show that learning goals initially determined by the instructors need to be evaluated to 

offer an optimal motivational effect. The new methodological approach used in this study can be easily transferred 

to other learning data sets to provide further insights. 
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. Introduction 

How many steps should you walk a day? If 10,000 is the first

umber that comes to your mind, it is probably because many fit-

ess devices and media sources recommend this number as a default

nd give this figure the appearance of a proven truth. However, this

hreshold was not determined with scientific evidence but originated

n a Japanese marketing campaign from the 1960s [1] . Recent studies

ave shown that this figure is rather too high. According to the lat-

st research, the optimal number of steps lies between 7000 and 8000

teps [2–4] . 

Comparable objectives can also be found in learning sciences. A well-

nown example with the identical number is the “10,000-hour rule ”

hich was formulated by Malcolm Gladwell in his best-selling book

Outliers ”. The rule states that it takes 10,000 hours of deliberate prac-

ice to master a skill in a given field [ 5 , pp. 35ff.]. Although Gladwell

uotes a scientific study to support his claim [6] , one of the study’s au-

hors commented in a later publication that more factors need to be

onsidered and there is “no evidence for a magical number ” [ 7 , p. 2].

o there seems to be a demand for concrete target numbers on the one

and, but they seem not to be generated with research so far on the

ther hand. Moreover, even corresponding research that validates them

x-post is scarce [8] . This claim is also valid for the fields of learning an-

lytics and educational data mining [9] . However, such numeric thresh-

lds can be very interesting for students, especially those who have to
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tudy for several courses simultaneously and aim for an optimal distri-

ution of their learning effort. How much additional study time does

 student need to achieve a better grade? This information can also

e important because some students only want to pass an exam while

thers want to achieve the highest grade possible. In simplified terms,

here is no point in answering 100 more questions in a learning tool

f experience has shown that 1000 more are needed to make a differ-

nce. In this area of research, it is not only important to determine the

hreshold of the goals but also the ways the goals are visualized to the

sers. 

Gamification – “the use of game design elements in non-game con-

exts ” [ 10 , p. 10] – is often used in education as a motivational tool,

nd badges are one game element used to visualize progress and goals

 11 , p. 91]. Together with points and leaderboards, badges are among

he most used elements in game-based learning [12] . Yet, little is known

bout their optimal design in the educational domain. Optimal design

n this context means that a badge can only be earned by following

 learning strategy that leads to improved learning outcomes. The in-

piration for the design of badges in game-based learning often comes

rom entertainment games [13,14] . However, the goals of such games

re usually different from those of learning tools used in school or

igher education [15] . This difference also applies to commercial learn-

ng apps such as Duolingo. In Duolingo, for example, it is possible to

arn a badge called “Weekend Warrior ” if you use the app on a Satur-

ay or Sunday and a badge called “Photogenic ” if you upload a profile
e 2023 
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icture. 1 These two badges are presumably intended to maximize usage

ime or identification with the app and are not necessarily aimed at an

ptimal learning strategy. Since designers of game-based learning tools

ay use such apps as a blueprint, they run the risk of copying badges

hat motivate non-optimal learning strategies. This study should help ed-

cators that use badges in their learning tools to evaluate whether their

hosen design motivates learning strategies that lead to better learning

utcomes. 

The data set used in this study consists of usage data from a gamified

earning app that has been in use for four semesters in a management

ccounting course at a large German university. Among other game el-

ments, the quiz app uses badges with corresponding goals to motivate

he students to learn. The required achievements to earn the badges in-

lude specific amounts of consecutive usage days or answered questions.

he related goals were developed based on learning theories and practi-

al experiences from past lectures but without any empirical validation.

he purpose of this study is to answer the question of whether students

ho aligned their learning strategy to the given badge goals performed

etter on the exam. Based on the results, the underlying metrics but

lso the levels of the badges will be discussed. Following the definition

f John Gerring, this case study is “an intensive study of a single unit

or the purpose of understanding a larger class of units ” [ 16 , p. 341].

n other words, in this study, the badges that were implemented in the

efore-mentioned app are analyzed with a procedure that can be easily

ransferred to other comparable settings. However, the numeric results

f this study cannot be generalized to other settings without thorough

onsideration, as the badges considered in this study are case-specific.

or example, the badge awarded for the amount of answered questions

n the data set has three levels. The highest level is earned when a stu-

ent answers 1000 questions. Unless a large proportion of the top stu-

ents answered that many questions in the app, the conclusion might be

hat the level needs to be lowered. If the level is too high, earning that

adge could even be a predictor for a bad performance in the exam,

.e., students who answer too many questions might overestimate the

pp as a learning tool and neglect other learning materials. Past stud-

es have shown that learning performance does not necessarily increase

ith learning time [17] . In addition, the analysis might reveal optimal

earning strategies that have not yet been incentivized by any of the

adges. 

Recently conducted meta-studies consistently report an overall pos-

tive significant small to medium effect size of game-based learning on

earning outcomes [18–20] . As badges belong to the most used game

lements [12] , it can be assumed, that badges have the power to mo-

ivate students to better learning outcomes. The motivational effect of

adges was documented in multiple studies [e.g., 21–24 ] and motiva-

ion is considered as an essential factor for academic success [25] . 

In the initial example regarding the number of steps, it is relatively

traightforward that the activity itself – walking – is beneficial to health

nd that it is merely a question of the number of steps. However, in

earning sciences, it is not so obvious which actions lead to an increase

n knowledge or help in passing an exam. One central question in this

rea is whether a deep or a surface learning strategy is better suited for

reparing for an exam [26] . A deep learning approach means critically

xamining the topics in question and linking them to already known

opics. A surface learning approach is more like uncritical memorization

f facts without understanding the underlying principles with the goal

f being able to recall the content in an exam situation [27] . According

o numerous studies, students with a deep learning approach have a

ignificantly higher academic performance than students with a surface

earning approach [e.g., 28,29 ]. The initially designed badges of the app

nder consideration in this study aimed to motivate learning strategies

hat lead to better exam results. However, since answering short quiz

uestions repeatedly tends to be considered more as surface learning,
1 https://duolingo.fandom.com/wiki/Achievements . 

s  

t  

t  

2 
t needs to be examined whether using the app in line with the badge

oals can be connected to better grades on the exam. Therefore, the first

esearch question is: 

RQ 1 Do the initial badges in the gamified learning app incentivize

learning strategies that lead to good exam results? 

As previously stated, prior research agrees that badges have a moti-

ational effect. However, it is still unclear which factors contribute most

o the success or failure of game-based education [20] . In addition, the

eta-studies cited above shed light only on the overall effects of combi-

ations of different game elements. A more in-depth analysis of different

adge designs (or other single game elements) does not exist yet. Easley

nd Ghosh [30] analyzed optimal badge design with a game-theoretic

pproach from a general but not an educational point of view. Empirical

tudies that investigate optimal badge design in a learning context are

are. Facey-Shaw et al. [31] provide an overview of different badge de-

igns and their functions in various educational applications. Still, they

o not link the different designs to the achieved effects on the learning

utcomes. However, as badges (at least in the setting examined in this

aper) represent goals set by the instructor, the goal-setting literature

ould add relevant insights to this research gap. 

In goal-setting research, goals can be classified as distal (long-term,

nd-) goals and proximal (short-term, sub-) goals [32] . The idea behind

istal goals is to break down larger, abstract goals into smaller, more

angible goals. Latham and Seijts [33] suggest that none of the two goal

ypes is superior, but a combination of both is preferable. In the setting

f this paper, a good exam performance can be considered a distal goal,

nd the goals connected to the badges can be considered proximal goals

given that they lead to a better exam performance as discussed in the

rst research question). One aspect that needs further consideration is

he level of the goals. After achieving a specific goal, people tend to

ecrease their effort and pause or relax [34] . Therefore, the goal level

hould not be too low. However, if a goal is too high, it fosters unethical

ehavior and increases the willingness to take risks [34] . While these

onsequences are not such a problem in a learning app than in other

reas, goals should still be considered important reference points for

he students [35,36] . They probably think that there is a reason behind

he chosen goal height and therefore adjust their learning behavior to

chieve (but not overachieve) the set goals. A focus on the goal can have

 positive effect on performance but also trigger inattentional blindness,

.e., losing the focus on learning activities that are not measured with

 goal [37] . Although all these research results indicate that the level

f a goal is critical, studies that examine how to determine the opti-

al height are scarce [8] . Therefore, this study will contribute to this

esearch gap with the second research question: 

RQ 2 Are the levels of the initial badges optimally set, i.e., does it make

a significant difference if a user has reached a specific badge level

or not? 

In the section on the first research question, it was already discussed

hat there can be many different learning strategies and that there is,

or example, intensive research comparing deep and surface learning

pproaches. The initially integrated badges in the app under consider-

tion in this study were designed with the intention to motivate learn-

ng strategies that lead to better exam results. For example, one of the

adges motivates a high number of answered questions, which can be

 proxy for intensive use of the app. In past studies, intensive use of

earning materials was regularly among the most important features of

uccessful exam preparation [38] . The second research question aims to

nvestigate whether the level of the goals of the already implemented

adges is optimal. The aim of the third research question is to investi-

ate whether there are other learning strategies that distinguish good

tudents from the others that are not connected to badges so far. Addi-

ional badges could be implemented in a future app update to motivate

hese strategies. In most recent studies, learning strategies are extracted

https://duolingo.fandom.com/wiki/Achievements
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Table 1 

Data sources and sample sizes. 

Data Source SS19 WS19 SS20 WS20 

App 559 595 447 546 

Exam 575 648 616 644 

App + Exam 230 243 190 190 

Teaching face-to-face online 
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rom trace data from learning management systems with labels like “in-

ensive active users ” [ 39 , p. 2018] or “task-focused users ” [ 40 , p. 79].

owever, those two studies do not examine whether the user types sig-

ificantly differ regarding the learning outcomes. Ga š evi ć et al. [41] as

ell extract user types from trace data and confirm that a deep learn-

ng approach leads to better learning outcomes than a surface learning

pproach – a result that prior studies found based only on self-reported

urvey answers and not real learning (trace) data [e.g., 42,43 ]. Multiple

tudies that analyze trace data suggest that those students that do not

ocus on a single one but experiment with different learning strategies

end to have a higher course performance [e.g., 44–46 ]. Therefore, the

earning strategies that the initial badges motivate might only be a sub-

et of the optimal learning strategies in the app. However, prior studies

ave also shown that too many goals can negatively affect performance

36] . Therefore, it is important to implement the right badges and not

s many as possible. Therefore, the third research question contributes

o this research gap: 

RQ 3 Should additional badges be implemented to incentivize alterna-

tive optimal learning strategies? 

As stated before, although goal levels are critical for the motivational

ffects, research on the optimal thresholds is scarce [8] . This study uses

n innovative methodological approach to determine optimal goals in

he gamified app. In the first step, the performance measures that impact

he current (and possible future) badge goals are analyzed using a de-

ision tree algorithm. The goal of a decision tree is to find thresholds

n the independent variables (here: performance measures for badge

oals) that can be used to divide the sample into groups that are as

omogeneous as possible with respect to the dependent variable (here:

xam performance). Therefore, if a student has passed such a threshold,

he probability of a better grade should significantly increase. In the

ast step, those newly found thresholds are transformed into new badge

andidates, which are then evaluated in a traditional linear regression as

 robustness check. Although decision trees are among the most widely

sed methods in learning analytics [47,48] , they have not yet been used

o determine optimal learning goals. Decision trees are also frequently

sed in the natural sciences, e.g., to generate diet recommendations for

atients with diabetes [49] . However, no study exists where decision

rees were used to determine optimal goal thresholds. Therefore, this is

 further contribution of this study. 

. Research setting 

.1. Data sources and methodology 

The data for this study comes from the exam of a management ac-

ounting course at a large German university and the gamified learning

pp (called BaccUp) developed for this lecture (see Table 1 ). The lec-

ure belongs to the undergraduate program and should be attended in

he third semester. It is the first contact for the students with manage-

ent accounting, as they only had one lecture on financial accounting

n the first two semesters. The course is attended by approximately 600

tudents per semester and consists of lectures and exercise sessions with

ll students and smaller tutorials with fewer students in each session.

he learning materials (in addition to the app) consist of a script, a col-

ection of exercises with solutions, as well as a recommended textbook

nd exercise book. Students are graded solely on the final exam at the
3 
nd of the semester. Attendance of the previously mentioned sessions

s voluntary and not recorded. Since the summer semester 2019, stu-

ents have the possibility to use the before mentioned learning app to

repare for the exam. There is already a published study on the use of

he app, which also contains further details on the lecture [50] . The

pp is a quiz app enriched with game elements. For example, students

eceive points for answering questions and have to unlock further chap-

ers. The questions are grouped into the same nine chapters that are

sed to structure the lecture and the script. If a question is not answered

orrectly, a special algorithm, the so-called Skill Level Indicator (SLI),

epeats the same questions until they are answered correctly. If a student

nly gives wrong answers, the same set of questions will be displayed un-

il the correct answers are given. Users can answer the questions either in

hapter mode, where they can decide which chapter the questions come

rom, or in random mode, where random questions are selected. In the

hird mode, the Weekly Challenge, 25 random questions are selected

er week, corresponding to the lecture’s latest progress. Here, users also

ave the opportunity to compare themselves with other students in a

eaderboard. Furthermore, students can earn various badges, described

n more detail in the following section. Due to data protection rules, the

wo data sources can only be matched with each other for those stu-

ents who voluntarily provided their student ID in the app to make the

onnection of usage data and exam results possible. As Table 1 shows,

ot all students provided their ID, which results in a final sample size of

53 students. 

To analyze the badges implemented initially, the badges and the cor-

esponding learning metrics are discussed below in the first step. In the

econd step, to answer the first research question, I will analyze whether

tudents who followed the learning strategy motivated by the badges

erformed better in the exam by comparing the average grades and con-

ucting a multiple regression with the badges as independent variables.

ven though the exam style remained identical over the semesters, it

annot be guaranteed that the difficulty level will remain the same be-

ween semesters. This circumstance is considered in the evaluation and

ssignment of grades, i.e., a specific number of points can result in a dif-

erent grade in different semesters. Therefore, the analysis in this study

ses grades rather than points as the dependent variable to control for

he effect of varying difficulty. Grades in this setting range from 1.0

very good) to 5.0 (failed). 

To answer the second research question, a decision tree is built to il-

ustrate the influence of certain limits of the previously mentioned learn-

ng metrics on the average grades. In general, decision tree algorithms

se a recursive approach to stepwise split a given data set into groups.

his breakdown is done according to a splitting rule that maximizes the

omogeneity of the dependent variable in each of the resulting groups

51] . At each tree node, a threshold to divide the node is determined

hat maximizes the homogeneity within the resulting subgroups. In the

resent study, this means that the difference between the group that

chieved a badge and the group that did not is maximized. In terms of

erformance on the exam, this means that there is a statistically signifi-

ant better grade to be expected if a student has earned the correspond-

ng target badge. There are several alternatives regarding the splitting

ule and the exact process, with CART, ID3, and C4.5 being among the

ost commonly used variants [52] . The three algorithms differ in a few

etails, while none outperforms its competitors in all settings [53,54] .

or example, ID3 can only handle categorical features, while C4.5 is

rone to noise, and CART requires more time to calculate the tree com-

ared to ID3. C4.5 and CART can handle missing values, while ID3 tends

o be the fastest algorithm among the three. 

A main advantage of the decision tree method, in general, is that its

esults are easy to interpret and explain. This benefit is particularly use-

ul if the results and the corresponding analysis framework are to be used

n practice. For this, the graphical representation method is very suit-

ble, especially compared to a traditional regression output. Moreover,

ecision trees have no problem with multicollinearity, so there is no

eed for a correlation analysis of the used features [55] . The disadvan-
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Fig. 1. Initial badge design. 
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ages of the method are the lower predictive accuracy (e.g., compared

o random forests) and the fact that they are less robust than other ap-

roaches [ 56 , p. 340]. Decision trees are widely used in learning analyt-

cs and educational data mining [57,58] , as well as in other disciplines

59] . 

All analyses for this study were conducted in R (4.2.0). To create

he decision tree, the packages rpart (4.1.16) and rpart.plot (3.1.1) –

hich are based on the CART algorithm – were used. The resulting flow

hart of a decision tree is automatically generated based on the input

ata and can be used to evaluate and adjust the limits of the multi-level

adges to increase the motivational effect if necessary. For this study,

he default parameters of rpart (4.1.16) were used. In other cases, where

he resulting decision tree might be too complex, the parameters can be

djusted to prune the tree [ 56 , p. 331]. To answer the third research

uestion, additional learning metrics are discussed and added to the

ecision tree to evaluate whether badges based on these metrics should

e added to increase the motivational structure. Finally, the results from

hese decision trees are used to create an optimized badge set which is

hen evaluated with a linear regression. 

.2. Initial badge design 

The initial badge set included badges in six categories (see Fig. 1 ).

he badges can be divided into single-level badges (one learning metric

esults in one single badge) and multi-level badges (one learning met-

ic results in multiple badges divided into different stages). The first

adge is awarded to students entering their matriculation number to

hare their usage data for research purposes. Since this is not a learning

trategy or a measure of learning success, this badge will not be dis-

ussed further in this study. The remaining five badge categories and

he corresponding learning metrics are discussed in the following sec-

ions. 

.2.1. Unique right questions 

The second badge in Fig. 1 is awarded if a student answers every

uestion in the database correctly once. The influence of this badge is

valuated with the learning metric “Unique Right Questions ”. This met-

ic measures how many different questions a user has answered cor-

ectly. Prior research has shown that the more unique sets of multiple-

hoice questions a student has completed, the better the exam perfor-

ance [60] . As explained in Section 2.1 , the SLI is designed to ensure

hat a correctly answered question is only displayed again after a cer-

ain period of time. However, each question can be answered more than

nce. The metric “Unique Right Questions ” therefore provides valuable

dditional information. The further a user has progressed in the ques-

ion database, the higher this value is. Suppose a student uses the app

egularly but only answers questions from the first chapter. In that case,

his may result in a high number of total answers but probably does not

eflect a successful learning strategy in terms of exam performance. A

ser with the same number of total answered questions, but more unique
4 
ight questions, has likely learned more and is therefore more likely to

o well on the exam. 

.2.2. Maximal chapter 

As described in Section 2.1 , according to the rules of the app, a user

ust work through one chapter at a time. Each user starts with the first

hapter and must complete one chapter to unlock the next. The corre-

ponding badge is awarded to the student when a chapter is unlocked.

he learning metric “Maximal Chapter ” measures the highest chapter

 user has unlocked. As discussed in the previous section, a learning

trategy that covers higher chapters is presumably more successful re-

arding exam preparation than intensive usage only in lower chapters.

rior research suggests that especially those questions related to more

hallenging concepts are important for a good exam performance [61] .

herefore, a student with the same number of answered questions but a

igher maximal chapter likely prepared better for the exam than a stu-

ent with the same (or a higher) number of questions that only covered

he topics of the first chapters. 

.2.3. Highest streak 

According to prior research, the sequence of learning days can play

 decisive role in determining learning success [62] . Continuous learn-

ng tends to be better for retaining knowledge than concentrating the

ame amount of learning time over fewer days. Therefore, the badge in

he fourth category in Fig. 1 was developed to motivate a continuous

earning strategy. Learning with the app on several consecutive days

an help to create a habit and make learning easier on the days that fol-

ow. The learning metric “Highest Streak ” measures the highest number

f consecutive usage days of a user in a given semester. This is the first

ulti-level badge in Fig. 1 . The three stages are 3, 5, and 15 consecutive

ays. 

.2.4. Total answers 

The number of total answers offers a basic measure of the quantita-

ive intensity of app use. If a student has used the app extensively, this

s inevitably indicated by a high number of questions answered. Such

 conclusion is not as straightforward in comparable studies with data

rom learning management systems [63,64] . Here, documents can also

e read, but the actual reading time is not necessarily reflected in the

og data since it is not recorded whether the student actually looks at

he screen. In most cases, data collection is based only on clicks in the

earning interface. In the app, there is no information to be passively

onsumed besides feedback messages after a question. Therefore, an-

wering questions is considered equivalent to using the app and if a stu-

ent uses the app more, it presumably means that he or she learns more.

n the one hand, it is proof of the fact that the student learns directly in

he app. On the other hand, more intensive app use can also be a proxy

or the fact that the student generally learns more and, for example,

lso engages more with the other learning materials. Nevertheless, this

etric captures no qualitative assessment of the learning strategy but
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Table 2 

Average grades for unique right questions badge. 

Badge Grade Average n 

No 2.83 810 

Yes 2.02 43 

Table 3 

Average grades for maximal chapter badge. 

Badge Grade Average n 

0 3.37 138 

1 3.34 87 

2 3.21 88 

3 3.22 79 

4 2.74 54 

5 2.54 43 

6 2.61 27 

7 2.92 25 

8 2.56 45 

9 2.13 267 
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s a purely quantitative measurement. For example, if a student used a

rial and error strategy by simply clicking through the different answer

ptions, this would result in a high value of total answers but proba-

ly not a good exam performance. Therefore, it is vital to also collect

ualitative aspects to capture a complete picture of a student’s learning

trategy (see Section 3.3.3 ). Still, as more learning time is considered

o lead to better performance, this badge was designed to motivate the

artial aspect of a higher degree of usage time [65,66] . This badge is

he second multi-level badge in Fig. 1 and is awarded for the stages of

0, 500, and 1000 total answers. 

.2.5. Weekly challenges 

The last badge in Fig. 1 should motivate to participate in the Weekly

hallenge. Competitive students are, in most cases, more committed to

chieving the highest possible exam grade [67,68] . The influence of this

adge is analyzed with the learning metric “Weekly Challenges ”, mea-

uring the number of Weekly Challenges a student participated in. In-

ensive use of this mode is considered a good proxy for a student to be

ighly competitive, as the Weekly Challenge is entirely voluntary, and

tudents cannot earn any rewards for the exam by participating. This

ulti-level badge is awarded for the stages 1, 5, and 10 Weekly Chal-

enges. 

. Results 

.1. Evaluating initial badges (RQ 1) 

The following analyses examine whether the badges initially imple-

ented in the app motivate successful learning strategies. For this pur-

ose, I examine whether the students who earned the badges achieved

 better grade on average than the students who did not. Before further

rocessing, two outliers were removed: a user with over 8000 totAnswers

next highest value: 3,187) and a user with a highestStreak of 80 (next

ighest value: 27). Tables 2 and 3 show the average grades of the stu-

ents who received the different badges based on the learning metrics

Unique Right Questions ” and “Maximal Chapter ”. 

Table 2 shows that the average grade of the students who answered

ll 551 questions correctly is better than that of the comparison group.

owever, it can also be seen that only 43 of 853 users (5%) achieved

his badge, indicating a goal that might be too high. A similar picture

merges for the learning metric “Maximal Chapter ” in Table 3 . The fact

hat although 267 out of 853 (31%) users unlocked the ninth chap-

er, only 5% answered each question correctly once could indicate that

nlocking chapters had a higher motivating factor than answering all

uestions correctly. In addition, the ninth chapter was probably only
5 
nlocked at the end of the semester in most cases, so that time pres-

ure in the main learning phase shortly before the exam could also have

aused that not every single question was answered correctly. 

The general trend shows that the more chapters have been unlocked,

he better the average grade of the students. Although the trend is not

scending in every chapter step but has a small bump at chapters 3, 6,

nd 7, the result suggests that students who unlock more chapters have

 better average grade. 

The following analyses examine the multi-level badges in the initial

adge set (see Table 4 ). Students are divided into four groups: Those

ho did not achieve even the smallest stage and those who achieved

t least bronze, silver, or gold, respectively. Then, the average grades

n the final exam are compared group by group. Again, the trend for

ll three badges is that the higher a student moves up the badge lev-

ls, the better the average grade on the exam. However, the effect size

iffers from badge to badge. For the “Highest Streak ” badge, the grade

mprovement from 3.00 (no badge) ranges from 0.54 to 0.59, depend-

ng on which level was achieved. Nevertheless, it should be noted that

he gold stage was only achieved by 5 students. This indicates that the

ighest stage may have been set too high. The average grade difference

etween the students who did not achieve any badge in the category

Total Answers ” and those who achieved gold status is exceptionally

igh. Students who have not achieved any of the three levels obtained

n average grade of 3.38 while students with a gold badge had an av-

rage grade of 2.21. Students with a bronze or silver badge obtained an

verage grade of 2.94 or 2.36, respectively. The badge “Weekly Chal-

enges ” also shows that students at higher levels tend to have better av-

rage grades. However, students with a gold badge have a slightly lower

verage grade (2.07) than students with a silver badge (1.93). The anal-

sis of this badge also shows (although not quite as strongly as “Highest

treak ”) that the higher levels were only achieved by comparatively few

tudents suggesting that the thresholds were set too high. 

In summary, however, all initially created badges seem to motivate

earning strategies that lead to better grades. For a deeper analysis, I also

erformed a regression analysis with the grade as the dependent variable

nd dummy variables for all the badges as independent variables (see

able 5 ). A total of six regression models were estimated. The first five

ach contain the different badge categories separately (see Table 1 ), and

he sixth model contains all badges implemented so far simultaneously.

n the case of the badges for the individual chapters, chapters 1, 4 and

 are only significant at the level of p < 0.05 (1 and 4) or even p < 0.1

8). The badge for uniqueRightQuestions in Model 2 is also significant at

 < 0.05. For the badges on the Weekly Challenges, the first two levels are

ignificant at p < 0.01, but the gold level is not significant. An identical

icture is shown for the badges for total answers. In the case of the

adges for the highest streaks, only the first level is significant (p < 0.01).

n the sixth model, all badges are included simultaneously. This has

he consequence that the significance of some badges changes. In the

verall model, only the badge for chapter 4 (p < 0.05), the badge for

hapter 8 (p < 0.1), the bronze (p < 0.01) and the silver (p < 0.05) badge

or the Weekly Challenges, and the bronze badge for the total answers

p < 0.1) are significant. It should be noted here that all significant badges

ave a negative sign, which is a desirable relationship when the grade

s the dependent variable. In other words, there is a positive relation

ith better grades in the exam for these badges. The result that out

f 19 badges, only 5 show (and most of them only weak) significant

orrelations with better grades shows a need for optimization. This will

e examined in more detail in the following sections. 

.2. Evaluating stages of initial multi-Level badges (RQ 2) 

As indicated in the previous analyses, the designs of the initial badges

hould be further investigated to answer the second research question.

ince the thresholds of the multi-level badges were initially set without

mpirical validation due to a lack of data, I analyze in the next step

hether other stages are more appropriate to provide an optimal moti-
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Table 4 

Average grades for multi-level badges. 

Highest Streak Total Answers Weekly Challenges 

Badge Grade Average n Grade Average n Grade Average n 

none 3.00 540 3.38 227 3.13 432 

bronze 2.43 200 2.94 284 2.55 335 

silver 2.41 108 2.36 134 1.93 56 

gold 2.46 5 2.21 208 2.11 30 

Table 5 

Regression analysis with initial badges. 

Dependent variable: 

grade 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Constant 3.324 ∗∗∗ (0.092) 2.808 ∗∗∗ (0.052) 3.129 ∗∗∗ (0.070) 3.381 ∗∗∗ (0.095) 3.001 ∗∗∗ (0.064) 3.403 ∗∗∗ (0.094) 

badgeChap1 - 0.345 ∗∗ (0.163) 0.257 (0.326) 

badgeChap2 0.043 (0.187) 0.133 (0.188) 

badgeChap3 0.028 (0.212) - 0.053 (0.218) 

badgeChap4 - 0.497 ∗∗ (0.251) - 0.596 ∗∗ (0.280) 

badgeChap5 - 0.444 (0.304) - 0.442 (0.305) 

badgeChap6 0.580 (0.355) 0.514 (0.359) 

badgeChap7 0.017 (0.340) - 0.104 (0.342) 

badgeChap8 - 0.548 ∗ (0.293) - 0.525 ∗ (0.294) 

badgeChap9 - 0.161 (0.217) - 0.225 (0.223) 

uniqueQuestionsBadge - 0.560 ∗∗ (0.275) 0.240 (0.289) 

weeklyChallengesBronze - 0.579 ∗∗∗ (0.106) - 0.321 ∗∗∗ (0.120) 

weeklyChallengesSilver - 0.618 ∗∗∗ (0.211) - 0.428 ∗∗ (0.211) 

weeklyChallengesGold 0.181 (0.330) 0.313 (0.324) 

totAnswersBronze - 0.438 ∗∗∗ (0.128) - 0.564 ∗ (0.326) 

totAnswersSilver - 0.588 ∗∗∗ (0.150) 0.091 (0.258) 

totAnswersGold - 0.148 (0.159) 0.275 (0.209) 

highestStreakBronze - 0.573 ∗∗∗ (0.123) 0.091 (0.150) 

highestStreakSilver - 0.022 (0.177) 0.246 (0.174) 

highestStreakGold 0.054 (0.678) 0.164 (0.656) 

Observations 853 853 853 853 853 853 

R 2 0.113 0.005 0.064 0.094 0.035 0.137 

Adjusted R 2 0.104 0.004 0.061 0.091 0.031 0.118 

Residual Std. Error 1.425 (df = 843) 1.502 (df = 851) 1.458 (df = 849) 1.435 (df = 849) 1.481 (df = 849) 1.414 (df = 833) 

F Statistic 11.932 ∗∗∗ (df = 9; 843) 4.146 ∗∗ (df = 1; 851) 19.423 ∗∗∗ (df = 3; 849) 29.436 ∗∗∗ (df = 3; 849) 10.136 ∗∗∗ (df = 3; 849) 6.976 ∗∗∗ (df = 19; 833) 

Note: ∗ p < 0.1; ∗∗ p < 0.05; ∗∗∗ p < 0.01 
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ational effect. For this purpose, a decision tree will be generated with

he different aspects of app usage data as independent variables and

he exam grades as the dependent variable. The idea of such a decision

ree is to determine the boundaries of the learning metrics that are best

uited to divide the group into the most homogeneous subgroups. In

ther words, at what level of the metrics is the difference between the

roup that exceeds the level and the group that does not exceed the level

he greatest. For example, if all students who answered more than 3000

uestions have the best grade possible in the exam, it would seem unrea-

onable to include another stage at 4000 answered questions. Since the

iscussed learning metrics are at least partially related (e.g., a higher

aximum chapter necessarily results in higher unique right questions),

ll learning metrics are examined simultaneously. Moreover, all badges,

ot only those created initially as multi-level, are considered in the cal-

ulations. This will allow to identify whether there are suitable thresh-

lds for single-level badges as well, and whether they should therefore

e converted into multi-level badges. The result of the corresponding

ecision tree is shown in Fig. 2 . 

The decision tree can be interpreted as follows. “Maximum Chapter ”

s the most important learning metric for group classification in the ini-

ial badge set. The average grade for all students is 2.8. For students who

ave only worked on chapters 1 to 3, the grade average is 3.3, and for

tudents who have worked on at least chapter 4, the grade average is 2.4.

he result can be interpreted in such a way that, for example, the badge

n chapter 4 should be particularly highlighted, as it seems to mark an
6 
mportant threshold. In the next step, the learning metric “Unique Right

uestions ” is used for further subdivision. If students have answered at

east 479 unique questions correctly, the grade average improves to 2.0;

f not, it declines to 2.6. The badge for “Unique Right Questions ” has so

ar only been awarded if all questions, i.e., 551, have been answered cor-

ectly. The result suggests that a change should be considered, and the

adge should be changed from a single-level to a multi-level badge with

ne level at around 479. In the next step, the group with less than 479

nique right questions is subdivided according to the metric “Weekly

hallenges ”. If a student participated in less than 2 Weekly Challenges,

he average grade worsens from 2.6 to 2.8. If the number of Weekly

hallenges is at least 2, the average grade increases to 2.2. Since the

mallest level of this multi-level badge was 1, the result not necessarily

ndicates a need for action at this point. In the last step, the group is sub-

ivided based on the “Total Answers ”. However, the subdivision goes in

he opposite direction at this point. The average score improves to 2.0 if

ess (!) than 1130 questions were answered. If more than 1130 questions

ere answered, the average grade deteriorates to 3.0. Therefore, it does

ot seem to be a good strategy to simply answer as many questions as

ossible (under certain conditions). However, it should be emphasized

hat this advice includes all the subdivisions made previously, so the

imit of 1130 answers should not be considered in isolation. In addition,

t should be emphasized that “Highest Streak ” was also included in the

nalysis but is apparently not suitable as a criterion for subdividing the

roups. 
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Fig. 2. Decision tree with initial badges. 
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.3. Evaluating additional badges (RQ 3) 

The previous analysis has shown that while the initially implemented

etrics are generally related to good exam results, the set thresholds

f the multi-level badges do not seem to be optimally chosen. In the

ollowing, I will examine additional not yet implemented metrics for

heir suitability as a basis for badges to be introduced in the future.

ith the help of the decision tree method, thresholds for possible multi-

evel badges will be determined. First, I will discuss the new metrics

n groups and then analyze suggestions for additional badges based on

he results. The analysis always follows the same pattern. New metrics

re added in groups to the decision tree from Fig. 2 and tested to see

hether they are better suited for determining targets than the metrics

sed previously. If so, the decision tree is adjusted, and the newly found

oals are discussed. Finally, a proposal for a new badge set is determined

rom the candidates identified in this way. 

.3.1. Active days 

In the badges available so far, the number of usage days has only

een relevant for the highestStreak parameter. While only consecutive

sage days were recorded here, the next step is to discuss whether a

ertain number of usage days should also be motivated with a badge.

or this analysis, I use the learning metric activeDays , which states on

ow many days in the semester a student has answered at least one

uestion. 2 Most of the initially implemented badges can theoretically be

arned in one single day. A more realistic assumption is probably that it

eeds multiple days to earn all badges. However, those days could be,

.g., directly at the beginning of the semester or shortly before the exam

ndicating a cramming behavior [69] . If a student follows a cramming

trategy, this will result in a lower amount of activeDays . According to

rior research, spaced repetition is considered a better learning strategy

or preparing for an exam than cramming [70,71] . If a student follows

his strategy, this will result in a higher amount of activeDays [72] . In

rinciple, it can be assumed that, on average, more learning days lead

o better performance in the exam. However, since there may also be an

pper limit above which the marginal benefit decreases, a multi-level

adge could be a suitable solution. 

The decision tree in Fig. 3 shows that the new measure replaces

otAnswers in the initial decision tree ( Fig. 2 ). Interestingly, activeDays

lso has a negative signed threshold. This indicates that learning on too

any days under certain conditions seems to decrease the performance

n the exam. 
2 An alternative measure where an active day was considered a day with at 

east five answered questions ( activeDaysFiltered ) did not lead to different results. 

a  

o  

l  

s  

7 
.3.2. Temporal aspects of answers 

The total number of answers was already considered in the ini-

ial badge set. In the following, additional aspects of the answers will

e analyzed. The badges of the initial set included maxChap and uni-

ueRightQuestions , which necessarily require correct answers to be given.

he metric totAnswers as such simply counts the number of answers

iven, regardless of any other aspects. However, past studies have

hown, for example, that the time of day a student learns can influence

earning success [73,74] . 

Therefore, I broke down the total answers according to temporal as-

ects for the following analyses. I first divided the day into its 24 hours

nd recorded how many answers a user submitted in each of the 24

ours. For example, the metric answers06 counts answers submitted be-

ween 06:00 and 06:59. With these metrics, new thresholds are added to

he initial decision tree (see Fig. 4 ). Answers between 6 and 7 o’clock, as

ell as between 20 and 21 o’clock seem to be positively related to good

xam results. However, too many answers between 21 and 22 o’clock

eem to be negatively related. In a follow-up analysis, I clustered the

reviously generated metrics into four temporal ranges of the day: re-

ponses between 00:00 and 05:59, between 06:00 and 11:59, between

2:00 and 17:59, and between 18:00 and 23:59. However, these con-

ensed versions of the previously generated metrics do not result in new

hresholds in the decision tree. 

Not only the time of day when the app is used could play a role, but

lso the day of the week. Therefore, I also record how many answers

ere submitted on one of the seven weekdays. Based on this, I calculate

ther key figures, such as the relative distribution, i.e., how many per-

ent of a user’s total responses were submitted on Mondays, for example

 mondayShare ). 

Fig. 5 shows the result of this analysis. Accordingly, it seems to make

 difference in certain constellations how much of the learning time with

he app falls on a Monday. If this proportion is greater than 36%, this

s related to poorer grades in the exam. For example, this result could

e interpreted as such that students who primarily use the app dur-

ng the lecture (which took place every Monday) study too little on the

ther days for the exam. To examine this result more closely, I built

wo dummy variables based on the previously determined metrics. The

ariable lectureLearner is 1 if the percentage of learning with the app

n Mondays and Tuesdays (when the lecture and exercise session took

lace) is higher than the sum of the remaining days. The variable week-

ndLearner is 1 if the percentage of learning with the app on Saturdays

nd Sundays is higher than the sum of the remaining days. In addition, I

lso determined the variable learningDays , which records on which days

f the week students answered at least one question. Thus, if a student

earns exclusively on Mondays, this metric is 1, and if a student an-

wered at least one question on each of the seven days of the week, it is
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Fig. 3. Decision tree with active days. 

Fig. 4. Decision tree with answers per hour. 

Fig. 5. Decision tree with answers per weekday. 
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. However, including these new metrics does not change the decision

ree. 

.3.3. Qualitative aspects of answers 

It is not only the temporal factor that could be examined in more

etail but also the qualitative factor of the answers. Therefore, I also

ecord how many answers a user has given per chapter and how many
8 
orrect and incorrect answers a user has given. I additionally calculate

he rate of correct answers in relation to the total number of submitted

nswers. Moreover, I also determine a variant of this indicator where

nly the first answers of a user to each of the 551 questions are included.

he ulterior motive of this variant is to measure the extent to which

 student has already engaged with the other learning materials of the

ourse before using the app. Suppose a student has already learned with
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Fig. 6. Decision tree with answers per chapter. 

Fig. 7. Decision tree with absolute right and wrong answers. 
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Fig. 8. Decision tree with share of right answers. 
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ther learning materials before using the app or has worked well in

ectures and exercises. In that case, a higher success rate can be expected

or his or her first answers than for students who primarily learn with

he app, i.e., who try to learn the content primarily or at least partially

ased on the feedback that is displayed for incorrect answers. 

The first tree, where I only included the answers per chapter (see

ig. 6 ) indicates that the number of answers in chapters 4 and 5 seem

o be important thresholds. This partly confirms the regression results

n Table 5 , where the badge for the fourth chapter had a significant

oefficient (p < 0.05). 

The decision tree that includes the absolute number of right and

rong answers offers multiple options for additional badges (see Fig. 7 ).

he tree suggests that several thresholds of wrong answers indicate bad

esults in the exam. Moreover, additional thresholds for total answers

 > = 739) as well as right answers ( > = 9) could be discussed as the ba-

is for new badges. Including the share of right answers also generates

 new version of the decision tree ( Fig. 8 ) and indicates that a share

f right answers of 80% seems to be a significant threshold. The deci-

ion trees where only the first answers of each user are included offer

dditional insights. 

Fig. 9 shows that for the first right answers, three thresholds (128,

61, and 437) could be used for additional badges. Moreover, two

hresholds for wrong first answers (37 and 64), as well as a new thresh-

ld for unique right questions (9), seem to be important to determine

he average exam result. Additionally, Fig. 10 shows two possible thresh-

lds for the share of right first answers (69% and 79%) that could be

onsidered in the design of new badges. 

.3.4. Sessions 

Finally, the sessions are also examined in more detail. A session in

his study is defined as follows: A session always starts with a given an-
9 
wer. There is no minimum number of answers, but if no additional

nswer follows for 30 minutes, the session is over [41,75] . Sessions

ere determined using the R package TraMineR (2.2–3) [76] . In ad-

ition to the number of sessions and the total usage time (in seconds), I

lso recorded the average time (in seconds) and the average number of

nswers per session, as well as the corresponding standard deviation to

easure the consistency of the learning habits [77] . 

Fig. 11 shows that different aspects of the sessions seem to be impor-

ant for the exam results. It seems to be negative if the time per session

as a high standard deviation, i.e., if the lengths of the individual ses-

ions strongly differ, indicating an inconsistent learning strategy. A high

umber of answers per session (indicating longer sessions) seems to be
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Fig. 9. Decision tree with absolute first right and wrong answers. 

Fig. 10. Decision tree with share of first right answers. 

Fig. 11. Decision tree with session data. 
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ositive. Moreover, a total usage time that is relatively high seems to

ave a negative effect on the exam result. 

.3.5. New badge candidates 

Building on the results from the decision trees in the previous section,

 will now discuss the implementation of new badges. Table 6 shows all

hresholds that were included in at least one decision tree. 

I sorted the thresholds into four categories: effort, negative, dynamic,

nd irreversible goals. In the case of an effort goal, the user must exceed
10 
 specific threshold. Once the user has done that, he or she has defi-

itely reached the goal and nothing can change it in the course of time.

or example, if the user has answered at least 739 questions, he or she

as reached the last goal in the first column of Table 6 . All badges im-

lemented so far are based on effort goals. So if newly designed badges

ere based on the other three categories, not only new badges but even

ew badge types would be implemented. Negative goals are about not

xceeding certain limits. Based on the previous analyses, it seems that

 particular total usage time should not be exceeded. However, such a
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Table 6 

Overview of new goal candidates. 

Effort Goals Negative Goals Dynamic Goals Irreversible Goals 

weeklyChallenges > = 2 totAnswers < 1130 avgAnswersPerSession > = 61.4 rightFirstAnswers > = 128 

uniqueRightQuestions > = 9 answers21 < 27 shareRightAnswer > = 0.8 rightFirstAnswers > = 361 

uniqueRightQuestions > = 479 mondayShare < 0.36 rightFirstAnswers > = 437 

answers06 > = 22 shareRightFirstAnswer > = 0.69 

answers20 > = 46 shareRightFirstAnswer > = 0.79 

answersChap5 > = 2 wrongAnswers < 12 

answersChap4 > = 5 wrongAnswers < 295 

rightAnswers > = 9 wrongAnswers < 126 

totAnswers > = 9 wrongAnswers < 299 

totAnswers > = 739 wrongFirstAnswers < 37 

wrongFirstAnswers < 64 

activeDays < 14 

totalUsageTime < 12864 

totalUsageTime < 43636 

totalUsageTime < 60859 

sdTimePerSession < 3006 
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oal would probably be implemented in the app as a warning message

or example, rather than as a badge. Badges based on dynamic goals –

nce earned – can also be lost again. If, for example, the limit of 80%

or the share of right answers is exceeded, this can be reversed again

ith a larger number of wrong answers. With such badges, the motiva-

ional effect would therefore not lie in the one-time achievement of a

oal but in maintaining an achieved status. The last category includes

rreversible goals. Here, the focus lies on the number of correct answers

o questions a user has seen for the first time. The goals are irreversible

ecause once a user has seen all the questions and has not answered

ll of them correctly on the first attempt, he or she may no longer be

ble to reach certain target levels. Three of the goals found in the de-

ision trees simultaneously belong to two of the goal categories. The

oal of not giving (relatively) too many answers on Mondays is both a

ynamic and a negative goal. The two goals for the share of right first

nswers are simultaneously dynamic but also irreversible since the op-

ortunities to answer questions for the first time are used up at some

oint. 

.3.6. Creation and test of new badges 

Based on the goals listed in Table 6 , in the following section, I

iscuss the creation of new badges and then test how the regression

rom Table 5 would change with the addition of the new badges. In

ection 3.2 , the thresholds of the existing badges were analyzed. Here,

otential new thresholds were identified for Weekly Challenges ( > = 2),

nique right questions ( > = 479), and total answers ( < 1,130) (see

ig. 2 ). A negative goal for total answers does not seem to make much

ense, as this would probably be rather difficult to explain to the users.

owever, a new threshold could be implemented for the Weekly Chal-

enges and the unique right questions. For the Weekly Challenges, the

esult of at least two challenges can be used. For the unique right ques-

ions, rounding up to 480 seems to make sense to make the threshold

ess arbitrary and more comprehensible for the user. With these two up-

ates, there would be still only badges with effort goals in place. In the

ollowing, badges with goals of the other categories will also be imple-

ented. 

First of all, the irreversible goals are discussed. The metric right-

irstAnswers offers interesting possibilities since three different thresh-

lds were identified here. This would fit an implementation of a new

ulti-level badge with the levels bronze, silver, and gold, which are

lready contained in the initial badge set. For the reasons mentioned

bove regarding the new badge for the unique right questions, the lev-

ls 128, 361, and 437 are rounded as follows: 130, 360, and 440. For the

ynamic goals, the metric shareRightAnswer is implemented in the test

et with its calculated value of 80%. Finally, one of the negative goals

hould also be tested. As discussed before, in practice this will probably

ot be a badge but a warning message. For this warning message, the
11 
etric totalUsageTime is probably the most suitable. With a comprehen-

ible explanation, a warning about too many hours of usage seems more

ppropriate than a warning about too many (wrong) answers, for ex-

mple. To reach as many users as possible with the warning, the lower

ound of the three thresholds available (12,864 vs. 43,636 vs. 60,859)

s implemented and rounded to 13,000, as discussed before. The effects

f the new badges can be seen in Table 7 . 

Model 1 contains all old badges at the same time, as in Table 5 , in or-

er to be able to compare the following models with the initial badge set.

odel 2 contains all old badges as well as all new badges mentioned be-

ore. With the introduction of the new badges, the old badge for chapter

 becomes slightly significant (p < 0.1). However, the badge for chapter 4

oses its significance, as well as the one for chapter 8 and the silver badge

or the Weekly Challenges. The significance of the bronze badge of the

eekly Challenges decreases from p < 0.01 to p < 0.05, and that of the

ronze badge of the total answers increases from p < 0.1 to p < 0.05. The

ewly introduced badge for the Weekly Challenges is not significant as

ell as the one for the number of total answers. However, the newly in-

roduced badge types are all significant, partly with p < 0.1 (first answers

ilver and gold) and partly with p < 0.01 (first answers bronze and share

f right answers). As expected, the warning for the total usage time has a

ositive sign in contrast to the other badges, i.e., it is related to a deterio-

ation of the exam grade. However, it is also highly significant (p < 0.01).

ince the new badges for Weekly Challenges and unique right questions

ere actually planned as replacements, the old badge for unique right

uestions and the bronze badge for Weekly Challenges (since 1 is clos-

st to the new limit of 2) are removed in Model 3. However, this does

ot change the fact that the new badges are not significant. The signifi-

ance of the newly introduced badge types does also not change. Model

 contains all badges that were significant in Model 3. As a result, the sig-

ificance of firstAnswersBadgeSilver and firstAnswersBadgeGold increases

o p < 0.05 and totAnswersBronze loses its significance. Finally, only all

ew badges are included in Model 5. Here, the new badge regarding the

eekly Challenge is slightly significant (p < 0.1), and firstAnswersBadge-

ilver loses its significance. However, Models 2 to 5 show that the newly

etermined badges (or warnings) represent potential for meaningful ad-

itions to a new badge set. 

. Discussion 

In summary, it can be stated that the initially implemented badges

id motivate learning strategies that lead to good exam results. How-

ver, the exact thresholds could be optimized and further learning strate-

ies exist that could also be integrated as badges. Comparable results

rom other studies do not exist because, first, there is only little research

n the connection of gamified learning apps and learning outcomes and,

econd, the methodological approach is new. 
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Table 7 

Regression analysis with new badges. 

Dependent variable: 

grade 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Constant 3.403 ∗∗∗ (0.094) 3.474 ∗∗∗ (0.091) 3.454 ∗∗∗ (0.091) 3.462 ∗∗∗ (0.091) 3.383 ∗∗∗ (0.069) 

badgeChap1 0.257 (0.326) 0.532 ∗ (0.314) 0.514 (0.315) 

badgeChap2 0.133 (0.188) 0.213 (0.181) 0.188 (0.181) 

badgeChap3 - 0.053 (0.218) 0.018 (0.222) 0.037 (0.222) 

badgeChap4 - 0.596 ∗∗ (0.280) - 0.314 (0.291) - 0.293 (0.291) 

badgeChap5 - 0.442 (0.305) - 0.437 (0.293) - 0.477 (0.293) 

badgeChap6 0.514 (0.359) 0.557 (0.351) 0.552 (0.352) 

badgeChap7 - 0.104 (0.342) - 0.140 (0.330) - 0.099 (0.330) 

badgeChap8 - 0.525 ∗ (0.294) 0.169 (0.360) 0.150 (0.361) 

badgeChap9 - 0.225 (0.223) - 0.012 (0.232) 0.025 (0.228) 

uniqueQuestionsBadge 0.240 (0.289) 0.359 (0.279) 

weeklyChallengesBronze - 0.321 ∗∗∗ (0.120) - 0.271 ∗∗ (0.129) 

weeklyChallengesSilver - 0.428 ∗∗ (0.211) - 0.350 (0.216) - 0.343 (0.217) 

weeklyChallengesGold 0.313 (0.324) 0.368 (0.309) 0.350 (0.310) 

totAnswersBronze - 0.564 ∗ (0.326) - 0.682 ∗∗ (0.311) - 0.754 ∗∗ (0.310) - 0.207 (0.129) 

totAnswersSilver 0.091 (0.258) - 0.089 (0.262) - 0.108 (0.262) 

totAnswersGold 0.275 (0.209) 0.278 (0.216) 0.277 (0.213) 

highestStreakBronze 0.091 (0.150) 0.031 (0.144) 0.034 (0.144) 

highestStreakSilver 0.246 (0.174) 0.189 (0.167) 0.177 (0.168) 

highestStreakGold 0.164 (0.656) 0.021 (0.628) 0.138 (0.627) 

newChallengeBadge - 0.028 (0.153) - 0.172 (0.137) - 0.229 ∗ (0.117) 

newQuestionBadge - 0.303 (0.304) - 0.275 (0.305) - 0.013 (0.198) 

firstAnswersBadgeBronze - 0.754 ∗∗∗ (0.223) - 0.741 ∗∗∗ (0.223) - 0.806 ∗∗∗ (0.179) - 0.812 ∗∗∗ (0.177) 

firstAnswersBadgeSilver - 0.411 ∗ (0.242) - 0.423 ∗ (0.242) - 0.359 ∗∗ (0.166) - 0.319 (0.201) 

firstAnswersBadgeGold - 0.421 ∗ (0.225) - 0.382 ∗ (0.224) - 0.444 ∗∗ (0.206) - 0.429 ∗∗ (0.211) 

shareRightAnswerBadge - 0.713 ∗∗∗ (0.113) - 0.715 ∗∗∗ (0.113) - 0.743 ∗∗∗ (0.110) - 0.755 ∗∗∗ (0.108) 

totalUsageTimeWarning 0.695 ∗∗∗ (0.233) 0.692 ∗∗∗ (0.234) 0.601 ∗∗∗ (0.176) 0.578 ∗∗∗ (0.177) 

Observations 853 853 853 853 853 

R 2 0.137 0.221 0.215 0.195 0.197 

Adjusted R 2 0.118 0.197 0.193 0.190 0.190 

Residual Std. Error 1.414 (df = 833) 1.349 (df = 826) 1.352 (df = 828) 1.355 (df = 846) 1.355 (df = 845) 

F Statistic 6.976 ∗∗∗ (df = 19; 833) 9.036 ∗∗∗ (df = 26; 826) 9.476 ∗∗∗ (df = 24; 828) 34.210 ∗∗∗ (df = 6; 846) 29.523 ∗∗∗ (df = 7; 845) 

Note: ∗ p < 0.1; ∗∗ p < 0.05; ∗∗∗ p < 0.01 
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The results of this study are subject to the following limitations. An

ssumption of this analysis, based on past studies, is that students were

otivated by the badges to use the appropriate learning strategies. How-

ver, since there is no control group without badges, it cannot be empir-

cally verified that it was the badges that motivated the users to learn in

ertain ways. Furthermore, badges are only one game element in the app

nder consideration here. Since the metrics used to capture the badge

oals are at least partially related to the other game elements, the ef-

ect of the badges cannot be considered in isolation. In the case of the

eekly Challenge badge, for example, it is unclear whether the badge

otivated the users to participate in a Weekly Challenge or whether it

as the Weekly Challenge itself. In addition, the design and display of

he badges can vary significantly from app to app. The last column in

ig. 1 shows what the badges in BaccUp look like. Here it becomes ap-

arent that the badges in BaccUp have a minimalistic look, while they

an be much more colorful and pictographic in other apps. In future

tudies the design of the badge pictures could be altered to evaluate

he corresponding effect [36] . However, in contrast to other apps, the

adges in BaccUp are prominently positioned. While in other apps, users

an only access their badge collection via a separate menu item, a user

f BaccUp always sees them on his or her start screen. This could have

 positive effect, as past studies have shown that regular monitoring of

oals can foster their completion [78] . Nonetheless, without a control

roup, this effect cannot be examined. 

Another simplifying assumption of the analyses in this study is that

sers learned exclusively with the app. Other learning activities are ex-

luded from the analyses because no data are available on them, as the

ata only show how much students learned using the app. Learning with

 quiz app can tend to be understood as surface learning. In the exam,
12 
owever, a more in-depth understanding is requested since no multiple-

hoice questions are included here. Therefore, if the students actually

nly learned with the app, one would not expect a positive influence on

he exam result. Nonetheless, since there is no data on learning with the

ther learning materials available, no valid conclusions can be drawn

bout the student’s overall learning strategy. 

As explained before, goals can influence the focus. In the current

etting, this was only discussed using the single course the app was de-

eloped for. Badges in one course, however, can also have the effect that

ess is learned for other courses. Yet, I cannot examine this effect due to

ack of data. According to the Octalysis framework, badges are among

he game elements that motivate extrinsically [11] . If this is also true for

he present setting, past studies suggest that this negatively affects in-

rinsic motivation [79,80] . For example, if students enjoy working with

he script but cannot earn badges for this activity, motivation for this

ctivity could decrease, and motivation for learning activities in the app

ould increase. This could have a negative impact on performance in the

xam. 

Fig. 12 shows how the procedure of this case study could be trans-

erred to comparable research projects. While the specific learning met-

ics and badges might be unique to the app analyzed in this study, the

eneral optimization process can be easily used in other settings. The

tarting point is the creation of an initial badge set. Here, the learning

etrics and corresponding thresholds are selected, and then the respec-

ive usage data is collected for one term. The target variable could be the

xam grade as in the present study, or it could be the grades of assign-

ents that have to be handed in or the grades of oral exams. However,

t is important that the learning strategies that the badges are intended

o motivate have an impact on the corresponding target variable. After
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Fig. 12. Iterative Optimization Process. 
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ne term the dependent and independent variables are analyzed with

ecision trees as explained in this study. Then, the effect of the moti-

ated learning strategies and the defined thresholds are compared with

he results. If necessary, the badges can be adjusted and the new badge

et can then be retested for one term and the corresponding results sub-

equently analyzed. 

The results of this study also inspire possible next steps in the de-

elopment of the given app. The badges in BaccUp are currently only

isible to the respective user. Since particularly public goals have a mo-

ivating effect, the developers could think about increasing the visibility

f the badges in the app to the other users [81] . Furthermore, the goals

n this study are evaluated as dummy variables, i.e., either they are met

r not. According to goal-setting theory, however, it can be optimal to

et very high (stretch) goals with the expectation that they are never

et but still increase the performance [82] . For some goals that were

otivated by badges, it would therefore maybe be better to be displayed

n a progress bar or something similar. For example, Huynh et al. have

ound, that in Duolingo the “Winning Streak increases the motivation

f advanced users when the attractiveness of Badge decreases ” [ 83 , p.

]. Here the winning streak is simply a counter that displays the current

inning streak and can therefore increase infinitely. Such a display is

ot integrated in BaccUp so far. Finally, the positive effect of goal setting

s more substantial when goals are set publicly [84] . In a possible new

eature, students could set goals for themselves (limited to the beginning

f the semester) and have everyone observe how they follow the goals.

his would also have a further competitive aspect to the motivational

ffect of the badges [85] . 

. Conclusion 

The evaluation of the initial badge set implemented in a gamified

earning app showed that the badges do motivate learning strategies that

ead to higher exam performances on average. However, a deeper anal-

sis revealed that the threshold of the implemented multi-level badges

ould be improved. Moreover, additional learning strategies were iden-

ified that are not motivated by any badges so far. As these new learn-

ng strategies were connected to four different goal types, there is even

otential for new (game) elements in the app that motivate the new

trategies. This is an essential contribution to the gamification litera-

ure, where mostly points, badges, and leaderboards are used. These

esults were obtained using a novel methodological combination of de-

ision trees and linear regressions. While the data set itself is unique,

nd the exact numeric results will only help for updating the badge set

sed in the app under consideration, the procedure as well as the new

ound goal types can be used in other studies. One important takeaway
13 
s that not only effort goals should be implemented, but also the other

oal types, as different goal styles might also trigger students with dif-

erent personality traits. Moreover, the newly found method could also

e tested with other data sets outside of the field of learning sciences to

valuate if optimal goals can also be found here. 
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